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Preface. In [3], the first paper in this series, we extended various results

obtained by von Neumann in [6; 7] to general substantial rings. Now, in this

paper, we are able to extend them still further—to arbitrary rings of oper-

ators.

The plan of this paper is similar to that of [3]. First, we extend the notion

of coupling operator to general rings; then, using the crucial Radon-Nikodym

Theorem of Dye proved in [2], we show that the coupling operator is an im-

portant invariant governing the spacial isomorphism of rings. Finally, these

results are applied to questions of topology in rings; the main result in this

direction being the fact that the strongest and the <r-weak topologies are

purely algebraic for arbitrary rings. Another result is the fact that the notion

of subring is purely algebraic.

The notation used in this paper is essentially the same as that of [3],

which in turn is essentially that of Murray and von Neumann in [5; 6; 7].

However, we wish to emphasize the fact that here the symbol ■< between

projections E and F(E < F) in a ring will denote the fact that E is equivalent

to a subprojection of Fand will denote a proper ordering only when specifically

stated.

In preparing this paper we have received much encouragement and assist-

ance from Professors I. E. Segal, I. Kaplansky, and R. Kadison, which we

gratefully acknowledge.

Note: Misonou, in [4], has proved a special case of Theorem 2 of this

paper.

1. The coupling operator for rings of type III. We begin by introducing

some definitions and a few general lemmas. The first lemma is a useful form

of Zorn's Lemma.

Definition 1.1. Let @ be the set of projections possessing a property of

projections in a commutative ring M. We shall call the property hereditary

if the following conditions are satisfied: 1. For every collection of orthogonal

projections (P«|aG2l)C©, we have X)„ea Pa=Pd® also. 2. If O^PG©

and Q is a projection satisfying O^Q^P, then Qd&.

Lemma 1.1. A set © corresponding to some hereditary property contains a

maximal projection. Further, if each nonzero projection in the ring contains a

nonzero member of @, then the identity operator I lies in ©.
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Proof. Using Zorn's Lemma, we select a maximal collection of nonzero,

orthogonal projections (E„|aG2l)C© and let P= zZa^%Pa- If QC& then

it is clear from the above definition that the projection QPL is either 0 or a

member of @. Thus if this projection is not zero then the maximality of our

collection is violated, and P is easily seen to be our maximal element of ©.

Now, assume that each nonzero projection in the ring contains a nonzero

element of ©. But then, if PL?±0, we could find a projection Q in © such that

O^Q^P1; and again the maximality of P is contradicted. Thus P must be I

and the proof of this lemma is complete.

Definition 1.2. A projection £ in a ring of operators M on a Hilbert

space H is said to be cyclic relative to M if there exists a vector xCH such

that [M'x]=EH. If n is an infinite cardinal and P is a nonzero projection

in the center of a ring M, then P is said to have uniform dimension n (abbrevi-

ated u.d.n) if there exists a family (Ea | a£Sl) of orthogonal, equivalent, cyclic

projections in M such that P= zZ«E^ &<<• A central projection P is said to

have dimension n (abbreviated d.«) if there exists a family (Ea|a£2l) of

orthogonal,  central  projections in  M such that each  Pa has u.d.w and

P—  Z^aga Pa-

Lemma 1.2. Let (£a|o:£2l), (Ec|e£@) be infinite families of orthogonal,

cyclic projections in a ring M on a Hilbert space H. If zZ«G^ ^« = zZ'E® ^£ = I>

then the cardinal of the set 31 equals that of the set @.

Proof. Letw.n'bethecardinalsof 21, ©respectively,and set<Sa=(e£S| EaF(

?*0). For any «£(£; if EaFf = 0 for all aGSt, then zZ°e* EaF( = Ft=0. This
contradiction proves that for each «£@ there exists an a(e)£2l such that

£a(«>E«7^0, but then eE©a(f), yielding finally

<£ =   U ©«.
aSa

Since the £a are cyclic, we can find vectors (xa\aC$t-)^H such that

[M'xa]=EaH for all aGSI. Now if 0 = (E«xa, xa) =||E€xa||2, then E,x„ = 0,

which with EeM'xa = Af'E«xa=0 finally implies 0 = E«£a = (£oEe)*. Thus

<&aQ(tC&\ (Ftxa, xa)^0), and the argument of Lemma 1.1.2, page 472 of

[3 ] shows that the sets @a are each countable.

It is now clear that n'= [cardinal of (Uaga @o)]^^o«=«- By sym-

metry, n^n', with finally «=«'. This completes the proof.

Lemma 1.3. Let M be a purely infinite ring operating on a Hilbert space H.

There exists an infinite cardinal n and a central projection P such that P has

u.d.n.

Proof. Since the ring is purely infinite, we can find a family (Ea|a£2I)

of infinitely many nonzero, orthogonal, equivalent, cyclic projections in M.

By Zorn's Lemma we can assume that the family is maximal and form
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E= 2«ea F.a. Comparing Ea with Ex, we notice that Ea<E± is false by the

maximality of our family; and thus by Theorem 6, page 222 of [l ], there exists

a projection P in the center of M such that P(EL) <PEa (proper).

We now have P= Y«&% PEa+P(EL), and the projections PEa form an

orthogonal family of equivalent, cyclic projections. Let ao be a fixed element

of 31 and consider the fact that 23«sa-ao PEa~ Y<>E% ̂ ^a as each of the

index sets has the same infinite cardinality n. But this leads to

Y PFa >     Y    PFa + P(E±) ~   Y PFa + P(EX) = P

or P~ X;aea PEa.
Next, select a partial isometry V in M such that V*V=P and VV*

= Zae* PEa. Then P= F*FF*F= F*( Z<.ea PEa)V= Y«<=* PV*EaV.
But now if we let W=PEaV, then W*W=PV*EaV and WW* = PEa shows

that the family (PF*£aF|aG2l) consists of equivalent, cyclic projections,

with finally P having u.d.w. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 1.4. Let P be a projection of dimension n in the center of a ring M

on a Hilbert space H. P has uniform dimension n if and only if (Mf~\M')pH is

countably decomposable.

Proof. There is clearly no loss of generality in assuming that P = I. First,

we assume that I is of u.d.«; then there exists a family (£a|aG2I) of orthog-

onal, equivalent projections in M such that y,„c=sr Ea = I, and there exists a

family (xtt\adW) of vectors in .ffsuch that [M'xa] = EaHfor each «G2I. Now

define the linear functional 13 on MC\M' by /3(P) = (Txa, xa) for some «G§I,

and assume that Q is a projection in MC\M' such that /?(()) =0. But this

yields (Qxa, xa) =\\Qxa\\2 = 0, or Qxa=0. At once we get QM'xa = M'Qxa=0,

and then QEa = 0. We next use the equivalence of the Ea to get Q = 0. Now

since l3(Q) =0 is seen to imply Q = 0, we can apply Lemma 1.1.2, page 472 of

[3] to get M(~\M' countably decomposable.

To complete the proof, now assume that M(~\M' is countably decomposa-

ble. The identity, by hypothesis, can be split up into a sum of orthogonal,

central projections (Pt\ed&)QM each having u.d.w. Consequently, there

exist families [(Pe,a|aG2i)| «G@] of orthogonal, equivalent (for the same e)

projections in M along with vectors (xt,a\ad$l, eGS) such that 52„ga Ee,a

= P, and [M'xc,a]=Ef,aH. (We can pick the same index set 21 for each e since

each P, has the same uniform dimension.) Further, since the set @ is countable

by hypothesis, we can assume that vectors  (*0|aG2l)  exist such that

Xa       ^Lrf«£® Xt>a.

We now let Fa be the projection determined by [Af'xa] and form Ea

= 2J«e<s Et,a- The equations Eaxa= Y<E<& Fax,,a= Y*G.® x»,a=xa show

clearly that EaM'xa = M'EaXa = M'xa and that Fa^Ea. But [M'xa]

3 [M'Ptxa] = [Afx€,„] =Et,aHleads to Et,a^Fa and consequently
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Ea   =    ZZ  R'.a   = F"-

Thus Ea = Fa, and the Ea are seen to form a family of equivalent cyclic pro-

jections adding up to I by the computation: zZ<*Gn E„= S<ee,«ea£<,a

= 22(£<s P, = I. This proves that I has u.d.n.

Lemma 1.5. If E is a projection in a ring M of type 111 on a Hilbert space H,

then £ is cyclic relative to M if and only if Meh is countably decomposable.

Proof. Again it is clear that there is no loss of generality in assuming that

£ is the identity I. We first assume that [M'x] equals H and consider the

linear functional 8 defined on M by the equation 8(T) =(Tx, x) for T in M.

Just as in the case of the 8 in the proof of Lemma 1.4 above, 8(0) =0 for a

projection Q in If implies Qx = Q and hence QH=Q[M'x] = [QAf'x] = \M' Qx\
= 0. Thus the countable decomposability of M follows from Lemma 1.1.2,

page 472 of [3].
Now assume that M is countably decomposable. It is clear from Lemma

1.3 that there exist central projections of dimension No in M; and, since the

property of having a given dimension is obviously hereditary (Definition

1.1), we can apply Lemma 1.1 to show that I has dimension No- Further, it

follows from Lemma 1.4 that the identity operator I has uniform dimension

No.
To complete the proof of this lemma, now select a family (E„|aG2l) of

orthogonal, equivalent, cyclic projections in M such that zZ«G% Ea = I, using

the fact that I has u.d. No- But since M is of type III, each £„ is infinite;

and if £ is one of the Ea, then the ring Meh is countably decomposable and

of type III. Thus, by the argument of the previous paragraph, E has u.d. No

relative to Meh; and hence £ can be written as a sum of countably many

equivalent, orthogonal projections. We now use E~£a, a£2l, to obtain

equivalent, orthogonal projections (Ea,<| a£E2l, e£@) such that ]C«effi Ea,e

= Ea for all a£3l; and we notice that ]C<*ea.«effi Ea,t= zZ*s% Ea = I. Since

the sets SI and @ are both countable, we see that I and each of the Ea are

sums of countably many of the £„,e and are therefore equivalent. Finally,

since the Ea are cyclic, I itself must be also.

We are now ready to prove

Theorem 1. Let M be a ring of type III on the Hilbert space H, and let

*)R be the collection of infinite cardinals which are less than or equal to the cardinal

of H. For each n in 9c there exists a projection P„ in the center of M such that

either Pn = 0 or Pn is dimension n and such that 2Z„g=9! E„ = 7. Further, this

decomposition is purely algebraic; in fact, the properties of being of u.d.n and

of being cyclic are purely algebraic.

Proof. The purely algebraic nature of cyclic projections in rings of type III

clearly follows from Lemma 1.5 plus the fact that countable decomposability
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is purely algebraic. Hence if a central projection is a sum of a family of n

equivalent, cyclic, orthogonal projections, its image under a *-isomorphism

will be also. This proves that the property of being u.d.w is purely algebraic,

and it is clear that being of dimension n is too.

Further, it is clear that the property of being of dimension n is hereditary

with respect to the center of M; and thus for each n G 5ft which is the dimension

of some central projection in M we can use Lemma 1.1 to get a maximal

projection P„ with d.n. If there is no central projection of dimension n for

some «£9I then we define P„ = 0.

Now let P= Yn&n Pn- lf P^I, apply Lemma 1.3 to the ring M(I-P)

to find a nonzero central projection Q^I—P which has u.d.n for some wGSft-

But by our choice of P„ we get Q = QPn = QPPn — 0, which proves that P

must have been equal to I; and the proof of our theorem is complete.

With Theorem 1 out of the way we are now able to define a "coupling

operator." The aptness of this definition will be more evident after the proof

of Theorem 2 in the next section. But first we have

Definition 1.3. Let M be a ring of type III on the Hilbert space H, and

let (Pn\nd^l), (Pn I^G^) be decompositions of the identity in the rings

M, M' respectively; the decompositions being those mentioned in the state-

ment of Theorem 1 above. We now introduce the formal operators

(n/n')PnPn> and the formal sum C= 2„,„'£9t (w/wO^nPn'- The formal oper-

ator C will be called the coupling operator for the pair M, M'.

2. ^isomorphisms of rings of type III. This section will be devoted to the

proof of the type III analog of Theorem 9, page 497 of [3] which yields a

condition for the spacial isomorphism of certain *-isomorphic rings of oper-

ators. We first prove

Lemma 2.1. Let M be a ring of type III on a Hilbert space H. If M is count-

ably decomposable, then every projection in M is equivalent to some central pro-

jection.

Proof. Let E be an arbitrary nonzero projection in M. Since MEh is of

type III and is countably decomposable, it is clear from Theorem 1 that E

is of dimension fc$0; in fact, Lemma 1.4 shows that E is of uniform dimension.

Hence E can be expressed as the sum of the collection (Fa| aG2l) of countably

many orthogonal, equivalent, cyclic projections in M; and we, by Zorn's

Lemma, extend this collection to be maximal in M with respect to being

orthogonal   and   equivalent,   obtaining   the   family   (Pa| aG2T22l).   Let

F= Z«est' F«-
We now proceed as in the proof of Lemma 1.3, comparing Fa with F1

and obtaining a projection P in the center of M such that P(F1)<PFa

(proper) and finally proving that 0^P~ Y°G%' PFa- Then PE= X)«eaPP«;

and since the index sets §1 and 21' are both countable, we get the result PE~P.
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We next observe that the property of central projections P to satisfy

PE~P is hereditary and use Lemma 1.1 to obtain a maximal projection Q

with that property. However if QlEt^0, we could apply the argument of the

preceding two paragraphs to get a central projection P such that O^E^O;1

and PE~P, thus contradicting the maximality of Q. Hence QxE = 0, and

Q~QE = QE+QLE = E. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 2. Let M, M', M, M', be rings of type III on Hilbert spaces H,

H respectively. If C and C are the respective coupling operators and if <j> is a

*-isomorphism of M onto M taking C into C, then there exists a linear isometry

W mapping H onto H such that <p(A) = WA W~l for A in M.

Proof. Let (Pn\nC3t), (Pn \nC9l) be the decompositions of the identity

in M mentioned in the definition of the coupling operator. By our hypothesis

of <f>(C) = C, it is clear that (<j)(Pn)\nC3l) and (<£(£„')|«G5ft)) are the cor-

responding decompositions of the identity in M. We first observe that if we

can find isometries on the manifolds (PnP'n>H\n, n'CSR) implementing <p,

that we can find one in the large by merely piecing together these partial

isometries.

Therefore we need only consider cases in which the identity has dimen-

sions n, n' with respect to the rings M, M' respectively. Next we notice that

we can further decompose I into central projections (Ea|a£2l) which have

uniform dimension n. But by Lemma 1.4 this implies that each of the rings

(MC\M')Pa is countably decomposable; and hence that since the Pa are of

dimension n' with respect to M', that they are of uniform dimension with

respect to M' also. This finally reduces us to the consideration of cases in

which I has uniform dimensions n, n' with respect to M, M' respectively.

/ will now be u.d.w with respect to M by Theorem 1 and u.d.w' with respect

to M' by Lemma 1.4. We now proceed to the proof of:

Case 1. M, M', M, M' all countably decomposable. Choose a nonzero vec-

tor xCH and consider the functional (<f>(A)x, x) defined for ACM. This

functional is obviously positive linear and countably additive and thus clearly

satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, page 247 of [2]. Hence there exists a

nonzero projection £ in M and a vector y in EH such that for each operator

A in M, (Ay, y) = (AEy,Ey) = (EAEy, y) = (<j>(EAE)x, x) = (<f>(E)4>(A)<p(E)x, x)
= (<j>(A)(p(E)x, 4>(E)x). If we let <f>(E)x = y, then by the above computation,

\\Ay\\2 = (A*Ay, y) = (<p(A*A)y, y) = (<p(A*)4>(A)y, y) = (<p(A)*<j>(A)y, y)
= \\4>(A)y\\2 for all operators A in M.

The above computation shows that we can define a mapping Wo of [My]

onto [My] by WoAy=<f>(A)y and extending to the closures in the standard

manner. Wo is clearly a linear isometry; and if we let £'=E[^j,], £'=P[My],

ACM, and BCM then WoAE'Wo-lBy = WoAE'^-\B)y = WoA<t>~\B)y
=<t>(A)By=(p(A)E'By. This proves that WoAE'Wol=<t>(A)E' by density of
AfJ! in £'H.
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We next apply Lemma 2.1 to E' and E' and obtain central projections P

and P such that E'~P and E'~P. Thus there exist partial isometries V, V'

such that V'*V' = E', V'V'*=P, ?'*?' = £', and V ?'* = P. Further, we

define Wx = V'WoV'*; notice that JFi is a linear isometry mapping PH onto

PH; and, for A dPM, consider the operator JFi^4 IFf1 on PH. We see readily

that

WiAWr1 = ?'WoV'*AV'WolV'* = V'WoV^V'AWb-1?'*

= V'WoE'AWolV'* (by V'*V = E')

= V'[4>(A)E']V'*  (Wo implements <b on E'H)

= 4>(A)V'£'V'* = <j>(A)V'V'*V'V'*

= <I>(A)V'V'* (by V'V'*V' = V')

= *(A)P.

Now, if A =P, we get JFiJFf1 = P=</>(P)P, or P^<p(P). By a similar argu-

ment we get 4>(P) =; P, so <p(P) = P. Therefore, by the above computation, for

AdPM,

WiAWr1 = <b(A)P = <t>(A)4,(P) = <p(AP) = <p(A)

and we have been able to implement <p on PH.

We have now proved that every *-isomorphism which satisfies the hypoth-

eses of Case 1 can be implemented at least on a nontrivial manifold belonging

to the center of our ring. But the property of having an implementation is

obviously hereditary and thus we can use Lemma 1.1 to show that our

*-isomorphism <j> can be implemented on H, since 2" is our maximal element

having that property. This completes the proof of Case 1.

Case 2. M, M countably decomposable and M', M' with u.d.n'. Using an

index set 21 of cardinality «' we select families of projections (Ea' |aG2l),

(Ea |aG2l) as in Definition 1.2, since /and / have u.d.w' relative to M', M'

respectively. If we let 1G21, we can find partial isometries (Fa' |aG2l) map-

ping El H isometrically onto the manifolds Ea'H. If we do the same in M,

we end up finally with families of partial isometries (F« |aG2l), (F</ |«G2I)

such  that  for all  «G2I,   Va'*Va'=El,   VJ*Va'=Ml,   F«'F«'*=£„',  and
Va'Va' * = £„'.

We now consider the mapping B-+BEI oi M into M&xh- If BEl =0

for BdM, then 0=PFa'*F«'= Fa'(5Fa'*Fa') =5(F0'Fa'*F„') =2?Fa'
= (PFa')Fa'* = 5£a' for all «£«; thus BEl =0 implies 0= Y»&* E«B
= IB=B. Therefore our mapping is a *-isomorphism of M onto MEl'H,

and a similar argument shows that the mapping B—>B£l is a ^isomorphism

of M onto Me'xb- Also, the mapping BEl-^xp(B)El is a *-isomorphism of

Me'h onto Mi-,? since it can be factored into the *-isomorphisms: BEl-^B

-*i>(B)-*p(B)El.
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Next, if x is the vector which generates the cyclic projection E{ , then the

computation [Me'ihx] = [ME{ x] = [Mx] =E[H plus Lemma 1.5 shows that

the ring ME,H is countably decomposable. Since a similar argument shows

that M'e'h is also countably decomposable, we arrive at the conclusion that

all the rings ME\h, M'E'xh, ME>lH, M's-jH are countably decomposable and that

the mapping BE{-^><j>(B)Ei  is a *-isomorphism of ME\n onto Me\h-

With the results of the preceding paragraph, we can apply Case 1 of the

present theorem to obtain a linear isometry Wo mapping E[H onto E'B,

implementing the *-isomorphism induced by <p. Further, it is clear from our

previous argument that the mapping VI WoV„* takes E« H into £a' H, and

hence the linear isometry W= zZ«e% ^« W0Va* maps II onto 8.

Now,    for   8    arbitrary    in    31,   WEj W'1 = zZ°e*    ?«' W<> V° *Ei W~*

= v'pWov;*w-i = v; w0v;*( E«e»f° w^ ?'*) = v& w<w*v^wr1 v&* = ?i
WoE{ Wo1V$*= V£ E{ V'p* = Ep , by the properties of our partial isometries

(VJ , Va |a£31). Also, for arbitrary BCM and finite subset 3l0 of 31, we get

a similar computation:

( E v:woV^*)b( E vjwo-*?:*)

=    E   Va'WoVa^BV^WirWi*
a,0G%o

=    E   Va'Wo(BVa'*V^)Wb-1V^*        (B commutes with 7«'*)
a,sGa0

=   E Va'Wo(BE{)WoW^*       (since Vi*Vj =0fora^j8)
«Ga0

=   E  VU(B)E{Va'* =    E cb(B)Va'E{Va'*
«ea0 «ea0

= <t>(B)   E  Ea'.
<.ea0

Since our set 3I0 was arbitrary in 31, an obvious continuity argument proves:

WBW'1 = <p(B).

This clearly completes the proof of Case 2.

Case 3. I, 1 of u.d.n with respect to M, M respectively and u.d.n' with

respect to M', At' respectively. Since I has u.d.w relative to M, there exists a

family (Ea\ a£3l) of n orthogonal, cyclic, equivalent projections in If such that

E«ea Ea = I. If we let <£(£«) = £a, the family (£a| a£3L) is a family of projec-

tions in M with properties similar to those of the £„, by Theorem 1. For

l£3t, there exist partial isometries (F«|a£2I) in M such that VaVa*=Ea.

V*Va=El.
Next, we notice that <j> induces a *-isomorphism of Me^h onto M^g; and,

by the argument of the second paragraph of our proof of Case 2 of the
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present theorem, we find that the rings M', M' are *-isomorphic to the rings

M'Elu, M'Eih respectively. Further, if x is the vector which generates the

cyclic projection Ei, then [Af^x] = [Af'£ix] = \_M'x] and Lemma 1.5 prove

that the ring MEih is countably decomposable.

Thus we have proved that rings MEih, MEih, MEjj, and M'Elu satisfy the

hypotheses of our Case 2 above, since the first and third of the rings are

countably decomposable and the second and fourth have identity operators

possessing u.d.w' (by Theorem 1). This yields a linear isometry IFo mapping

EiH onto EiH with the property: WoBWtr1=<p(B) for B in MExh- Finally,

we define the linear isometry W= Y<>G% <p(Va)WaVa*; and if 2lo is any finite

subset of 21, then

w( Y e1)b( Y Ea)w-1
V aGa0      /     V «esi0      /

=    Y   W(EaBEB)W-1

=     Y   4>(Va)WoV*BVBWol<i>(VB*)    (since WEa = <p(Va)WoV*)
a,8G%0

=    Y   <t>(Va)<i>(Va*BVe)<t>(Ve*)   (by properties of IF0)
a.lSGao

=    Y   4>(VaV*BVBVB*) =    Y   <b(EaBEB)

=    Y   Ea<p(B)Es

= (    Y   Ea)<b(B)(    Y   Ea).
\ «6«,      / \ «6a,      /

Again an obvious continuity argument yields finally that, for BdM,

WBW-1 = <}>(B),

and the proof of Case 3 as well as that of the theorem is complete.

3. The coupling operator in arbitrary rings of operators. In [3] we intro-

duced a coupling operator for substantial rings of operators. Utilizing the

results of the earlier sections of this paper, we are now ready to define one

for any ring of operators. Also we shall be able to extend many of the results

of [3] concerning the standard topologies of operator rings. First we make

Definition 3.1. An arbitrary ring of operators can be expressed as the

direct sum of a substantial part and a type III part. In the substantial part

we have defined in Definition 1.6, page 483, of [3] a coupling operator; and

in the type III part we have such an operator from Definition 1.3 of this

paper. We now form the formal sum of these operators to give a formal

operator which we shall call the coupling operator of our arbitrary ring.

If the substantial part of the coupling operator is essentially bounded, then
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we say that the coupling operator itself is essentially bounded. If our coupling

operator is essentially finite and the ordinary operator part is bounded, then

we say that the coupling operator itself is bounded.

Immediately we are able to prove

Theorem 3. Let M, SI be rings of operators on Hilbert spaces H, H re-

spectively. If C and C are the respective coupling operators and are essentially

finite, and if <j> is a *-isomorphism of M onto M taking C into C, then there

exists a linear isometry W mapping H onto H such that <j>(A) = WAW_1 for

ACM. In particular, if <p is a *-automorphism of M leaving the center point-

wise fixed, then there exists a unitary operator W on H such that <f>(A) = WA W*

for each A C M.

Proof. We split the ring M into the direct sum of a substantial part and a

type III part. By hypothesis, the coupling operators for these parts are taken

over into the coupling operators for the corresponding split parts of M, the

coupling operators for the substantial parts being essentially finite. Thus we

can invoke Theorem 9, page 497 of [3] to get a linear isometry implementing

<p on the substantial part. Finally, we can use Theorem 2 above to implement

<p on the type III part with a linear isometry which can be pieced together

with our other isometry to get one in the large. This proves the first part of

our theorem.

In the case of a *-automorphism, the fact that C is left fixed shows that

we can use the first part of the proof of this theorem to obtain a linear

isometry W mapping H onto itself and implementing <f>. But this means that

W is unitary and W~l = W*. Hence, for ACM, we get <j>(A) = WAW~1

= WA W*, and the proof of this theorem is complete.

Lemma 3.1. Let Mbea ring of type III on a Hilbert space H. If

C =    E   (n/n')PnPn,

is the form of the coupling operator used in Definition 1.3 and if we apply

the process outlined in Theorem 4, page 483 of [3] to the ring M' (with m

as our cardinal), then the rings M, M' obtained in this manner have the

coupling operator C= En.n'Gft (n/mn')PnPn<.

Proof. Since it is clearly sufficient to prove that PnPn' has dimensions

n, n' relative to the rings M, M' respectively, for arbitrary w, n' in 9c, let

Q = PnP!l> and Q= PnPn'- Then, using the notation of Theorem 4, page 483 of

[3], we get a *-isomorphism </> of M onto M (our present M takes the place

of the M' of Theorem 4); and thus we see that our present Theorem 1 implies

that Q=<p(Q) has dimension n relative to M.

Next, noticing that there is no loss in generality in assuming that Q has

u.d.w' relative to M' and replacing M by MQ, we see that it is now sufficient
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to show that / has u.d.«' relative to M'. Further, using 21 as our index set of

cardinal m, the fact that each of the M«<,g(aG2I) is unitarily equivalent to

M'implies that each ea has u.d.w' relative to M'eag\ and thus, for a fixed ele-

ment aoG2I, there exists a collection (2%0i/J|j3G93) of orthogonal, equivalent,

cyclic projections in M'taog such that ^^g» £a„,3 = eao. Also, since Theorem 1

implies that the £'aotp are cyclic relative to M' and since the projections

(e„|aG2l) form an orthogonal, equivalent set, we can find a collection

(2%,,ls|a:G2l, j3G93) of orthogonal, equivalent, cyclic projections in M' such

that for each aG2l, Yfi^® E'a£ = ea. It now follows easily from the equation

]C«ea ea = I that / has, in M', a uniform dimension TV = (cardinality of the

set 21® 33) =mn'; and the proof of the present lemma is complete.

Theorem 4. The strongest and cr-weak topologies are purely algebraic, that is,

any ^-isomorphism between rings of operators is bicontinuous in the strongest

and a-weak topologies.

Proof. Again, as in the proof of Theorem 3, we split our *-isomorphic rings

into substantial and type III parts. On the substantial parts we quote Theo-

rem 11, page 498 of [3] to show that on them the required topologies are

purely algebraic. Thus, since addition is continuous, it is now sufficient to

prove our theorem in the case of a type III ring.

We now assume that <f> is a ^isomorphism of the type III ring Mi onto M2.

The proof now proceeds in the same manner as that of Theorem 11, page 498

of [3] with our present Theorem 3 and Lemma 3.1 replacing the Theorem 9

and Lemma 3.3.1 of [3].

Theorem 5. The notion of subring is purely algebraic, that is, if <f> is a

*-isomorphism of the ring M onto the ring M and if N is a subring of M, then

<f>(N) is a subring of M.

Proof. The proof of this theorem is the same as that of Theorem 14, page

500 of [3].

Theorem 6. Let C be the essentially bounded coupling operator for the rings

M, M' on the Hilbert space H. C is bounded if and only if the strongest and the

strong, the a-weak and the weak topologies are equivalent pairs of topologies.

Proof. First, let C be bounded. As in the proof of Theorem 3, we split our

ring M into substantial and type III parts; and, since Theorem 12, page 499

of [3] takes care of the substantial part, we can now assume that M is of

type III.

Let C= 2^n,n'g9i (nfn')PnP'n' and apply Lemma 3.1 to get rings Af, M'

with coupling operator C= X».*'e5R (n/n'&o) PnP'„- = 2Z».n'e3l (n/n')PnP'n',

if we assume that m = b$o- Thus, using the notation of Theorem 4, page

483 of [3], we have C=<p(C); and Theorem 2 gives us a linear isometry IF

implementing <p.
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Now, let (x*I kC$ = positive integers = index set used in the application

of Theorem 4, page 483 of [3]) be a sequence of vectors in H such that

E*e# ll**!!2 1S finite; and, using the notation of [3], define xk=Vkxk for

kC$t- Clearly we can define a vector x= E*ea ** in H; and, for ACM,

E*G* UVrHk, Fr1xi)=E*efl (Axk, xk)=(<p(A)x, x) = (WAW~^x, x)
= (AW~lx, W_1x). Thus we have proved that E*g« (Axk, xk) = (AW~1x,

W~lx) and it is easy to see that the strongest and the strong, the <r-weak and

the weak are equivalent pairs of topologies.

Now suppose that the above pairs of topologies are equivalent. Then, by

Theorem 13, page 499 of [3], the trace in the finite part of our ring M is

continuous in the strong topology; and, by Theorem 8, page 490 of [3], the

coupling operator for the finite part must be bounded. But Definition 3.1

tells us that this means that our operator C is bounded and we have com-

pleted the proof of this theorem.

We bring our paper to a close by indicating the proof of

Theorem 7. Let C, C be the essentially bounded coupling operators for the

rings M, M', M, M', which act on the Hilbert spaces H, H respectively. Further,

let Co and Co be the ordinary operator parts of the coupling operators, plus

S = L.U.B. (Co, I). Now, if <pis a *-isomorphism of Monto M, then <j> is strongly

(weakly) continuous if and only if the operator T= Co4>~1(S~1) is bounded.

Proof. It is obvious that our continuity condition is independent of the

type III part of our ring M; and, since Theorems 4 and 6 yield strong (weak)

continuity of <p on this part of M, our present theorem is proved there. But,

on the substantial part, our theorem follows directly from Theorem A, page

503 of [3]; and our theorem is completely proved.
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